Hamilton Beach® Personal Blender

**Personal Taste** – Banana Mango one morning and strawberry pineapple the next. It’s not a problem with your Hamilton Beach® Personal Blender. No need to waste ingredients making large batches when you can easily create a single serving.

**On-the Go** – A flip top lid fits on both ends of the twenty-ounce Double Wall Tritan™ personal jar. The lid snaps closed and has a no-leak seal making drinks on-the-go a breeze. The sleek, narrow jar fits perfectly into cup holders backpacks and bags.

**Features** – The Hamilton Beach® Personal Blender is powered by a 225-watt motor, contains stainless steel blades and has three speeds – High, Low and Pulse.

**So Many Uses** – Smoothies aren’t the only benefit to this blender. Create fresh salad dressings, small batch salsas and more to make any meal even more delicious. If you're craving sweets, quickly blend the milkshake of your choice at a moment’s notice.

**Easy Cleaning and Storage** – The removable jar and lid are dishwasher safe. This personal blender requires very little counter or cabinet space.
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**DETAILS**

**Product Name:**
Hamilton Beach® Personal Blender (Model 51141)

**MSRP:** $24.99

**Availability:** August 2017 exclusively on Amazon.com
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**Media Contact:** Mary Beth Brault  I  804-418-8868  I  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com